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AU violence is worthy of scholarly attention. Violence against women
gives historians a unique insight into how southern culture funda-

mentally reinforced gender inequality and control in the nineteenth cen-
tury. Because few historical sources deal with the beating or killing of
southern women, particularly those in the nineteenth century, and because
battered women have not historically spoken out for fear of violent conse-
quences and social condemnation, music offers a way of discerning this
hidden problem in the South. Violence is not a uniquely southern phenom-
enon; however, as several prominent social scientists and historians have
shown, the South has traditionally condoned the use of violence more than
any other section of the United States. Historically, for example, the region
has consistently led the nation in the number of homicides per 100,000
inhabitants. Similarly, even though violence against women occurred
throughout society, on certain occasions southern culture sanctioned its
use more than other areas of the country. In 1824, for example, the
Supreme Court of Mississippi was the first state court to recognize a
husband's right to beat his wife. Moreover, between 1882 and 1927,
seventy-six African-American women and sixteen white women were
lynched in the United States, all but two in the South. In fact, one
scholar pointed out that in the nineteenth-century South, violence was
viewed as "an essential fact of human life somehow built into human
relationships." In such an environment, women could easily be physi-
cally and psychologically abused.1

The southerner's penchant for violence was also reflected in the
region's music. Both the North and the South, for example, published
hundreds of tunes during the Civil War, but there were some major
differences in how the messages were communicated. Southern ditties, for
example, were less humorous, and more "ferocious and savage" than
those of the North. In fact, homicide was one of the region's most popular
song themes. Love melodies that described fatal bloodshed, for example,
outnumbered nonviolent love songs "about ten to one." In fact, no matter
how sensational these folksongs might appear to contemporary observers,
the stories were not inconceivable to the listeners. When songs dealt with
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vicious female murders, such events could occur. Most of the local tunes
were, indeed, factual.2

Folksongs show the extent of violence against women in the rural
South. Lyrics are of value to historians because they are artifacts of a
community and culture, permitting "an unobtrusive view into the issues,
values, [and] ideas" of the time period in which the lyrics were written and
sung. When dealing with gender issues, for instance, lyrics illustrate how
both males and females thought and acted, or were expected to act. The
study of southern folksong lyrics is also important because the words
demonstrate how southern men understood particular issues.3

Even though it is clear that southern folk music reflects cultural
attributes, a hotly debated topic in scholarly research is whether media
affects culture. Modern studies have shown that men use violence against
women because it works. When a male abuses a female, it "puts a quick
stop to an emotional argument or a situation that is getting out of control."
Men who are abusive to women often "learn that women are the
'appropriate' recipients" of violence. According to social learning theo-
rists, male violence is not an "innate personality characteristic" but a
learned behavior; therefore, music can be seen as a vital element in the
learning process. Since violent antifemale ballads were extremely popular
in the region among all classes of individuals, southern males continually
heard that male authority could be maintained with violence.4

After many investigations, "researchers have reached a consensus on
the effects of mass media violence." Under "certain circumstances, sub-
jects exposed to portrayals of violence typically display more aggressive
behavior." Moreover, many psychological studies indicate that if the
events seem real, if the aggressors are rewarded and not punished, if the
violent acts are not condemned, if the acts seem socially acceptable, excit-
ing, and justified, and if the person cornrrdtting the crime is portrayed as
aggressive and is seen as "intending to injure his victim," the media story
is "most likely to be imitated in the laboratory." Similarly, if the aggressor
is depicted as similar to the laboratory subjects and if the violent acts
contain "cues" which "match cues in the real life environment," the
subjects will act more aggressively5

Although some scholars maintain that laboratory experiments can
never duplicate real life, others, such as social psychologist George Corn-
stock, maintain that such experiments are the "most rigorous" methods to
use. When combined with nonlaboratory evidence, these experiements
demonstrate the existence of positive correlations between viewing vio-
lence and behavior. Moreover, recent nonlaboratory "settings not vulner-
able to criticisms in terms of laboratory artificiality" have increased in the
last decade, and they clearly demonstrate that when violence against
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women is portrayed as "having positive consequences," a male's "accep-
tance of interpersonal violence against women" increases.6

Nineteenth-century folk music contains the criteria psychologists
contend must be present to provoke aggressive behavior. These songs
appear to portray real events. In fact, many of the tunes related actual
occurrences, as reported in the newspapers. In addition, to make imported
songs seem more real, they were often reset in familiar locations. More-
over, when performed, singers incorporated them into their own life
stories, making them seem even more authentic. According to folklorist G.
Malcolm Laws, balladeers often took these songs and personalized them
until the "first person becomes more and more intrusive." In fact, a good
singer could make audience members cry, believing the event had hap-
pened in his own family.7 The fact that a singer might not know who
composed a particular tune was irrelevant, because the "song belonged as
much to him as to the first man who sang it." When discussing tunes from
1865 to 1895, for instance, one scholar stated that songs were such a "part
of the day-to-day living itself" that it would have been "absurd" to ask the
singer or the community who wrote the songs if the events portrayed were
real. One old-time singer verified this statement when asked where he had
learned a particular tune, "Why, I've known them all my life. I didn't learn
themÂ—I grew up with them." These songs were old tunes his
"grandmother" had sung to him.8

When acts of violence were depicted they were often shown to be
exciting, and the aggressive people were sometimes rewarded and seldom
punished. The violent deeds were not condemned, and the brutal acts
seemed socially acceptable and justifiable. Many types of folk tunes fit
some of these criteria and adultery killings fit all. First, respectable and
supposedly knowledgeable persons, such as medical doctors, endorsed
such behavior in the songs. In "The Dumb Wife," for example, a doctor
told a man that in order to "make a scolding wife hold her tongue," he
should beat her with a hickory stick. Similarly, well-respected local indi-
viduals frequently sang these tunes at community events. Second, men
were neither taken to court nor condemned by the community. In fact, they
were applauded for their acts. Even when they were punished by the
victims themselves, this bit of information was shrewdly omitted. In
addition, the violence was rewarded. The man doing the beating or killing
got what he wanted. His fists, for example, made his "nagging" wife shut
up. Men who were able to keep females under their control were por-
trayed as macho.9

Psychological studies have generally shown that when the media
portrays violence against women, male audience members will view
women more negatively and increase their "aggression against them."
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The more such songs were sung, the less violent and less degrading the
acts probably seemed to most southern males. Research shows that if
males are bombarded with images of violence against females, over time
this continual degradation of women will have violent repercussions for
women. Although no historian can prove that a particular nineteenth-cen-
tury southern male who listened to a singer glorify his abuse of his
nagging wife immediately went home and beat his own wife, the pro-
longed psychological effects of such music cannot be discounted. Modern
studies have shown that even if there is no immediate effect, long-range
negative consequences can occur.10 The continual barrage of such songs
helps explain why males become desensitized to violence against women.
When exposed to messages that depict aggression, "antagonistic
orientations" towards women develops. Recent studies have shown
that such negative "beliefs are a significant predictor of aggression
against women." This form of aggression increases in environments
where women are portrayed as less powerful and "justifiable targets of
aggression."11

Even though these studies all deal with forms of mass media popular
in the twentieth century, it is reasonable to suppose that violence in
nineteenth-century folk music had similar effects. Folk music was espe-
cially important in the lives of rural southerners. It was a primary form of
entertainment, and it broke down some of the barriers associated with
rural isolation. It was not countered by opera and classical music.
Although the so-called musically sophisticated ignored the rural fiddler,
banjo picker, or dulcimer player, rural society did not. In fact, the folk
musician was as "important as the parson," and received as much respect
as the minister. In addition, music enabled many people to earn respect
and some extra income. Moreover, music uplifted the spirits in a segment
of the population that faced extreme poverty.12

Instead of only hearing songs on the radio, like later twentieth-cen-
tury listeners, nineteenth-century men, women, and children were
exposed to these tunes live and in a communal setting. Rural southerners,
for example, habitually sang homicide tunes while attending "quiltin',
house raisin', bean stringin' and corn huskin' parties." In fact, many of
these songs remained in the oral tradition for generations. Musical lyrics
transmit social norms and are a significant socializing element. The music
of the nineteenth-century South informed men, women, and children
about culturally acceptable behavior. Children especially look to music for
"cultural cues to determine what attitudes, behaviors, and characteristics
are a part of belonging to a particular sex."13

The most violent act is murder, and imported ballads that described
the killing of women were often more popular in the South than other
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sections of the United States. These tunes came from various locations,
induding England, Scotland, and Norway, as well as other regions of the
United States. They were popular with both African-American and white
rural southerners from the Florida Everglades to the Ozark mountains.
Although imported ballads indicate that southern males were not the only
men to beat women, their popularity reinforces the view that many south-
ern men overwhelmingly approved of the practice.14

According to interviews, female murder tunes were not only popular
in the South but a major part of the oral tradition. In fact, such imported
murder ballads were found in every southern state. Examination of the
most important southern folklore collections attests to their prevalence. In
the Frank C. Brown Collection of North Carolina approximately 47 per-
cent of the imported murder ballads involved the murder of women. In
John Harrington Cox's monumental study of folksongs in the South,
approximately 44 percent of the murder tunes involved the death of
women. Similarly, in Arthur Kyle Davis, Jr.'s Traditional Ballads of Virginia,
approximately 42 percent of the murder ballads portrayed women killed.
In the tunes Vance Randolph collected in northern Arkansas and southern
Missouri, the figure is approximately 42 percent. Finally, in Oliver Dame
Campbell and Cecil J. Sharp's English Folk Songs from the Southern Appala-
chians, a similar statistic of 43 percent is found. Although more men were
portrayed as murder victims in folk music, there were significant gender
differences.15

Although not every imported song that depicted the murder of a
woman was popular throughout the South, several violent ballads and
their numerous variations were prevalent in one or more southern states.
There are several reasons for their popularity. First, for rural southerners,
murder and violence were integral parts of the culture. Second, southern
folksingers, like all folksingers, often strengthened their audience's belief
in the reality of those stories by changing some facet of the old tune.
Typically they assigned the song a regional name and a local setting. For
instance, in a West Virginia version of the "Boston Burglar," instead of
being from the northeast, the thief was said to have been "born in West
Virginia, a place we all know well."16

Since only songs that mirrored some essential element of southern
culture survived the region's oral tradition, it is important to analyze
which events remained unchanged in imported murder tunes. What was
the crucial element in these songs that enabled them to endure in the
South, sometimes for generations after they ceased to be sung in Europe,
while other tunes simply faded from the region's collective memory? First,
although several southern versions of a particular female murder ballad
might differ in tone or location, one thing remained the sameÂ—a woman
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was killed. By exarnining the murder ballads in folklorist Michael E.
Bush's thesis, "Murder Ballads in Appalachia," it is apparent that material
not essential to the murder did not survive. Similarly, in folklorist Arthur
Kyle Davis Jr.'s examination of the only North American version of "Jellon
Grame'," he supplied various European and Virginia versions of the text.
The central theme, the killing of the woman, stayed, but the Scottish
dialect and uncommon words were changed or omitted.17

Although imported ballads that depicted violence against women
were popular in southern music, the South did not depend on outside
regions to supply these tunes. In fact, violence against women was one of
the most prevalent themes in nineteenth-century music that originated in
the rural South. Over half of the murder ballads originating in North
Carolina involved the murder of women.18 In fact, femicide was one of the
most popular themes in native songs. In North Carolina, for example,
murder tunes depicting the killing of women were more common than
tunes about wrecks, storms, and moonshining. They were more popular
even than songs concerning one of the most historically important events
in North Carolina's history, the Regulator Movement. Although there are
many such tunes, "Omie Wise" is typical. In fact, this song, based on an
actual event, was one of the most prevalent in the entire South and found
in every southern state. It described the early nineteenth-century murder
of Naomi Wise by Jonathan Lewis. According to court records and oral
sources, Lewis, a man from a prominent family, promised in 1808 to marry
Wise, an orphaned field hand pregnant with his child; but Lewis's mother
wanted him to marry the more affluent Hattie Elliott. When word circu-
lated about Wise's pregnancy and engagement, Lewis told her that they
would immediately wed. Instead of going to the magistrate, however, he
took her to Deep River and "tied her dress above her head, and then held
her beneath [the water with] his foot" until she died. Lewis was arrested
for the crime but eventually escaped from jail. Although recaptured a few
years later, he was acquitted of the murder.19

The tunes and oral histories that surround this murder are particu-
larly interesting because they reveal the "good girl" versus "bad girl"
duality. In addition, several versions impart the message that bad things
happen to "good girls" when they turn into "bad girls." Oral sources, for
example, pointed out that Lewis "ruin[ed]" Wise's "fair name" by getting
her pregnant. She had been a decent, moral woman until she had premar-
ital sex with Lewis, which "disgrace[d]" her. This attitude emerged in
most versions of the tune. Several songsters explained that Lewis prom-
ised to marry Wise so that there would be "no disgrace." One balladeer
pointed out, for example, that Lewis had "shame[d] and disgrace[d]"
Wise. In fact, the singer made clear that he thought that Wise had been
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immoral, claiming that Wise begged for her life and said, "Don't kill me,
let me live, full of shame." In addition, moral lessons emerged in some
versions. One threatened all "Young people, oh, take warning" and be not
fooled into having premarital sex, or "you are sure to meet Naomi's fate."
Likewise, another songster warned "young ladies" not to be "ruined" by
such men. These songs plus the oral statements given by area residents are
indications that unwed mothers were viewed as disreputable persons.
Women were held to a higher sexual standard than men. Unlike a man,
whose "infidelty" [sic] was viewed by area residents as "a natural sort of
thing," an unmarried woman who lost her virginity was "ruined." Both
Wise and Hattie Elliott had been "good girls" before they met Lewis, but
unlike Wise, Elliott "baffled" Lewis when he tried to seduce her. In the
end, however, Lewis chose to marry the virgin and kill the "ruined" Wise.
The moral message was clear: women had to be "good" or be prepared to
face ominous consequences.20

Women were almost always innocent victims; that is, they did not
provoke their attacker in any way. In the popular southern version of an
imported ballad, "Bo Lamkin," for example, a woman and her newborn
were killed because her husband had not paid the stone mason he had
hired to build his manor.21

In several songs, including "The Noel Girl," "Omie Wise," and "Bad
Lee Brown," the killers are not executed for their crimes. In fact, Brown
could not understand why he must be punished at all for killing his wife:
"Forty-nine years in prison for life,/All I ever done was kill my wife." In
"There Was a Rich Old Farmer," the killer was punished by his conscience,
not the authorities. Moreover, the murderer often did not believe such
brutal treatment of women would be punished. In "Rose Conoley," for
example, the murderer's father led him to believe nothing would be
done if he killed the pregnant Conoley, as is shown by the line, "My
daddy often told me that money would set me free/If I should murder
that dear, little girl."22

In some locations the murderers were not executed in 40 percent of
the murder ballads involving the death of young women. These lyrics
reflect the almost total lack of judicial interest in such cases, reinforcing
scholarship on the colonial era showing no southern settlement had laws
against wife abuse, unlike New England. Even as late as the Civil War
there were "virtually no initiatives by the criminal justice system to control
domestic violence, and a legislative 'vacuum' existed." In fact, in the early
1800s on the rare occasion when a man was finally brought to court for
severely beating his wife, judges routinely dismissed the case. Moreover,
although in the late nineteenth century some states adopted anti-wife-
beating laws, no real enforcement policies existed. Historically, the legal
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system has taken the killing of certain types of females, such as adulterers,
lesbians, and prostitutes, less seriously. A murdered female who did not fit
one of these categories was in practice often "monitored for the extent to
which she provoked her own demise." If the court found that provocation
was great, as in adultery cases, sentences were frequently lenient or non-
existent, and if the provocation was considered low, such as the charge of
continual taunting, the male could be charged with manslaughter, which
was not a capital offense, thus validating the lyrical evidence. When a male
judge sentenced Bad Lee Brown to 49 years in prison for killing his wife,
Brown had every reason to be shocked because, as music reflected, histor-
ical practice has allowed men to "walk away free or to serve only token
sentences" for killing their wives.23

Sometimes folksongs portrayed such men in a sympathetic light.
Similar to the mass media of the late twentieth century, some folksongs
turned them into tragic heroesÂ—brave but misguided charactersÂ—not
brutal villains. On the scaffold, for example, they typically accepted their
fate "like a man." Often they gave heart-wrenching confessions in which
they blamed whiskey or the victims themselves for their downfall. By
allowing southern males to shift responsibility for their abusive behavior,
the culture trivialized femicide, because the murders were slighted or
glossed over.24

Southern society as revealed in its folksongs considered violence a
proper method of gender control. Plantation masters customarily used the
lash on female slaves. According to Edward L. Ayers, the lash was also
used not only to control urban slaves but also the free African-American
population. In the post-Civil War era white southerners used various
forms of violence, including lynching and burnings, as control mecha-
nisms. When African Americans or whites friendly to their cause were
accused of a crime, they could be lynched, and females of both races were
not immune from this kind of brutality. Since the term "femicide" refers to
the "misogynist killing of females" and since the murders of African
Americans in this era were often motivated by racism, not every case of an
African-American woman being killed constitutes a femicide. In order to
be labeled as such, the killings had to be "accompanied by a sexist actÂ—
most commonly rape."25

Some southern whites liked tunes that broadcast brutality against
African-American women. A Pine Bluff, Arkansas fiddler explained that
the popular tune, "The Hickory Hornpipe," had so much "shill squealing
in it" because the melody imitated a "nigger being whipped." He added
that in the past, "if a nigger wench didn't behave, they just fanned her ass
with a hickory. A young yaller gal will holler and dance mighty lively, and
thaf s what this here tune is about." Although a white man might be
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lynched by a white mob, burning someone to death was reserved for
African Americans, and again females were not immune. After a white
Georgia mob captured Mary Turner, a pregnant African-American woman
who threatened to swear out warrants for the arrest for her husband's
killers, they tied her upside down from a tree, soaked her dress in gasoline
and motor oil, and set her on fire. One ruffian then took his pocket knife
and cut the fetus out of Turner's abdomen, and stomped it into the dirt.
Not only did the males laugh as Turner burned and helplessly screamed,
but a few days after they had completed their grisly task, one man also
bragged, "Mister, you ought to've heard the nigger wench howl!" Besides
being a femicide (the sexist act being the crude Caesarean), these kinds of
brutal acts were also control mechanisms. They not only stopped one
person from contacting the authorities but also sent fear throughout the
African-American community.26

The use of violence for gender control in both African-American and
Caucasian tunes is evident from the careful planning of femicides. Some-
times, for example, graves were pre-dug. These songs show that southern
men of both races believed that they were justified in using physical force
to control women. An African-American songster, for example, advised
males to take a gun and shoot their women "through an' through" if they
ever tried to "bully" them around. Similarly, when a woman rejected a
marriage proposal it was not uncommon for the jilted man to state that
"since I cannot have you no one else can." In the popular African-Ameri-
can tune, "DeHa Holmes," a woman is shot with a forty-four by a man she
refused to marry. "When the time come for marriage/ She refuse' to go. / 'If
you don't marry me/You cannot live no mo'." In "Fair Fanny Moore," a
man also kills a woman who would not marry him. "O Fanny, O Fanny,
beware your fate! / Accept of my offer before it is too late / For I have come
here to secure/The hand or the life of the fair Fanny Moore."27

Many songs demonstrate the existence of a paternalistic society in the
South and provide evidence of the culture's acceptance of violence as a
method to control women, but adultery songs are the best examples.
Southern states have had unwritten laws (laws which are sometimes
honored even today) that allow a man to kill his uirfaithful wife and her
lover. Sociologist John Shelton Reed argues that, although such laws were
unwritten, everyone understood them. Even in the modern South juries
have "often been inclined to acquit" such murderers. Moreover, at times
southern states have even written such laws into their judicial codes. In
the eighteenth century, for example, Louisiana had a law stating that if a
married woman was caught committing adultery, she and her lover were
to be "turned over to the aggravated husband for punishment." The
husband could do whatever he wanted to them; however, if he killed one
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individual, the law stipulated that he had to kill the other person. In fact,
until 1974 a Texas law (Texas Penal Code 1925, article 1220) allowed a
husband to murder his wife and her lover. This was not considered a
criminal act, thus, the husband received no penalty if he found the couple
in "flagrante delicto" and if the murder took place promptly. The state
assumed that under those circumstances, the grief-stricken husband could
be presumed to be acting on an "irresistible impulse."28

Adultery songs show how a southern male believed killing his wife
and her lover was justifiable homicide. Yet rarely, if ever, did a song
discuss a woman killing her unfaithful mate and his lover. Studies have
shown that, unlike a man, a woman who kills her unfaithful husband
cannot depend upon the courts for forgiveness. The ballad "Arch and
Gordon" relates the 1895 killing of Arch Brown and Nellie Gordon in
western Kentucky by her husband, Archibald Dixon Gordon. By examin-
ing several versions of this song, the actual history of the murder, and the
legal aspects of the case, the use of violence as a culturally approved means
of controlling women becomes clear. First, although both victims were
killed in cold blood, the coroner's jury ruled the murders justifiable homi-
cide. The unwritten law was being enforced. When Gordon was taken to
jail, "a hundred men were ready to go his bail." The singer informed the
listeners that Arch had known that such behavior would get him killed.
These and other stanzas indicate that males in the community were more
than willing to uphold this kind of brutal behavior. Indeed, gender privi-
lege was stronger than class and status. The singer told Brown's father,
Governor John Young Brown, to stop crying because "you know your
[only] son Arch has to die." The final stanza warns others that this type of
behavior will get them killed no matter how influential their family might
be.29 In Lawrence County, Kentucky, during the late 1890s, a similar
murder occurred when Lucy Adams was shot and killed by her husband
when he found her with another man. Not only was her husband acquit-
ted in court, but an interesting song of the events was written. In this tune
the community where the killing occurred maintained that the lover
"must die." Although the singer did not agree, because he thought that
law and order should triumph, he understood the community's point of
view. In fact, the song absolved the citizenry of any guilt in forgetting the
law and falling back on cultural norms.30

Traditional British ballads which illuminated the brutal consequences
of adultery were common in the South. In "Little Musgrave and Lady
Barnard," for example, a husband finds out his wife is cheating on him. He
kills the man and then "seized [his wife] by her little white hand/And cut
her head away." Comparably, in "The Demon Lover," a woman who is
persuaded to leave her husband and sail away with her former lover is
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doomed. Once on board the ship, she realized that he was a demon when
she "spied his cloven foot." Although she pleads for her life, he sinks the
ship and takes her to the "mountain of Hell."31

The brutal treatment of unfaithful women and their male lovers was
an artifact of white culture only. Tunes related instances of African-Amer-
ican women running away from their husbands, then begging to be
reunited, only to be beaten. Other African-American women were not as
fortunateÂ—they were slaughtered. In the "Coon-Can Game," (named for
a common card game African Americans played in the nineteenth
century) a man shot his old lover who ran away with another man. "I
Went To The Hop-Joint" is another example where an African-Ameri-
can man killed his female lover when she deserted him. In an untitled
ditty, another man made clear what he would do to his wife's lover
when he sang that he would "start a little graveyard of my own, / If you
don't, ole nigger, let my woman alone." Another man boasted that he
was going to buy a pistol and "kill the first fellow/Fooling with my
long-haired girl." In some songs African-American women themselves
cautioned their lovers that their husbands would kill them. One
woman warned her lover not to let her husband "catch you hereÂ—
/ He'll kill you dead just' sho's you born."32

Even though some of these songs, such as "The Demon Lover," were
obviously wishful thinking, the message is still clear. Both African-Amer-
ican and white women were being warned that adultery caused physical
and /or spiritual destruction. These songs reveal that when culturally
unacceptable events provoked southern males to commit murder, the
community forgave the killer and chastised the victim. Although each
song had its own particular twist, one thing always remained the same,
women who cheated on or abandoned their husbands invariably died, or
were at the least savagely beaten.

These tunes are also important in showing how the culture perceived
males. While southern men who shot their adulterous wives were glam-
orized in the music, men who did nothing about such relationships were
depicted as cultural outcasts. In one song, "May I Sleep In Your Barn
Tonight, Mister?," a man who did not punish his adulterous wife became
a "tramp" looking for pity and a place to stay on a stormy night.33 In many
southern songs murdering males were romanticized, while less aggressive
men were scorned. These songs also illustrate that southern society had no
room for males it considered weak. Likewise, they demonstrate that
women were considered the property of men.

Moreover, these types of songs reflect how society attempted to con-
trol the behavior of women in ways more subtle than tPu-eatening death.
In "Jesse Adams," the adulterous woman had two children who would
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suffer because of her actions. In the last stanza, the balladeer expressed the
hope that the children would die, because the "stigma of their mother's
behavior" would follow them throughout their lives and either make
them "wicked, or at least so miserable that they will wish they had died."34
Not only were women threatened with death for engaging in extramarital
sex, but these tunes implied that their children would also endure the
community's wrath. Even if a woman felt she might be able to run away
and, thus, avoid physical punishment, the threat to her children's future
was meant to be a deterrent. Such strategies continue today. Organiza-
tions that work with abused women report that it is not uncommon for
males, or society in general, to use children as bargaining chips in their
dealings with women. A man will, for instance, tell a woman that their
children are solely her responsibility; thus, he will not allow her to
work outside the home. Or if a woman tries to leave her husband, he
will warn her that she will never see the children again. Similarly, these
women are told that their children's friends or teachers will scorn them
because of her actions.

Not only were women threatened by these cultural norms but also
men. Men killing other men over women was not limited to adultery
tunes. A Hat Hollow, Kentucky, resident claimed that Appalachian fathers
"would blow your head clean off your shoulders for fooling with their
girls." In fact, in both music and in real life, seldom was anyone punished
when such killings occurred. In the Virginia version of "The Twa Broth-
ers," a man killed his own brother because a woman refused his advances,
preferring his brother instead; yet the murdered was not punished. In a
popular Ozark version, "The Jealous Brothers," two brothers killed the
man their sister wanted to marry. The same theme also appears in "The
Bramble Brier." In this tune a group of brothers killed their sister's fiancÃ©
and threw him in a "patch of briers." Although in both of these songs the
guilty parties perished, they died of natural causes. Similarly, in "Lovely
William," a father killed his daughter's boyfriend but was never punished.
The lyrics explain that he murdered the boyfriend before the "feared ...
deed would prove true," in an attempt to control his daughter's sexuality.
In "Young Edwin in the Lowlands Low," a father kills his daughter's
boyfriend. Even though the daughter told her father that he would be
executed, the song does not mention any punishment.35

Finally, in the ballads "Charming Beauty Bright," "The Drowsy
Sleeper," "I Dreamt Last Night of My True Love," and "Rainbow Willow,"
all popular southern tunes, male opposition to a female's choice of a lover
is illustrated. In "Charming Beauty Bright," for example, a father locked
his daughter away, and "treated her so 'vere [severe]," when her lover
asked to marry her that she died. As in so many other tunes, the father was
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not punished for his cruelty. In many cases, male relatives simply did what
they wanted, and no one questioned their right to dictate to their female
relatives, indicating that they thought of women as reproductive and/or
sexual property that they owned and could exchange. This music reflects
this "proprietary" character of gender relations.36 The fact that adulterous
males were also killed demonstrates not only a powerful fundamentalist
morality in force in the rural South but also as feminist scholars maintain,
that "same complex of control and male authority is involved when men
kill men because of jealousy and possessiveness."37

Not only did southern culture provide balladeers ample material for
murder tunes concerning women, the description of these deaths is impor-
tant to understanding rural southern culture. They narrated the vivid and
gory details of murders, whether by beheading, stabbing, drowning, beat-
ing, or shooting. In the popular tune, "Pretty Polly," the balladeer who
sang of the killing of Polly Aldridge by William Chapman at Buck Creek
in Warfield, Kentucky, described how Chapman viciously cut open her
abdomen, filled the empty cavity with rocks, and tossed the weighted
corpse in Sug River. Although these types of tunes are numerous, it will
suffice to mention two others, "There was a Rich Old Farmer" and a
version of "Pearl Bryant." In the former an unsuspecting female was
struck in the face with an eight-foot-long club, grabbed by her curly hair
and lifted to her feet, before she was thrown into a deep river to drown. In
the latter, the woman was viciously stabbed and beheaded.38

Such sadistic lyrics demonstrate that southern men could be
extremely brutal towards women. Second, they reflect the society's thirst
for gore. Scholars have shown that rural southerners, more than other
Americans, like to witness and graphically discuss bloody events. Rural
southerners, for example, are more inclined to rush to accident scenes, to
take part in bear-baiting events, and to attend dog or cock fights. Similarly,
after someone was killed in the South, men, women, and children all
visited the crime scene. According to a Tennessee female, when locals
heard of a homicide "they'd flock to the place like a bunch of buzzards-----
I went to one or two murders myself." In the same vein rural southerners
clamored to hear the bloodier and more vicious tunes. As one balladeer
stated, southerners would purchase a song "about killin' a heap quicker
than a hymn-tune." According to criminologists, the use of excessive
violence indicates that the males consciously determined to kill their
victims. On a deeper psychological level, these songs described excessive
violence in order to intimidate women. According to Kate Millett, patriar-
chal societies use violence and the threat of it to maintain control. In case
the threat of being murdered was not enough to deter southern women
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from breaking cultural norms, the songs stressed that torture or mutilation
of the corpse could occur.39

Folksongs indicate that murder was not the only form of violence
women faced. The beating of women, especially wives, was a familiar
theme. In many southern collections several versions of "The Wife
Wrapped In Wether's Skin" appear. In this tune a farmer whose wife
would not obey him placed a sheep's skin on his wife's back and made his
"hickory go whickety-whack." Although the song did not directly instruct
everyone to undertake such behavior, it did claim that such beatings made
a wife obey her husband. In the tune, "If I Had A Scolding Wife," popular
with both African Americans and whites, a man tells everyone what he
would do to a woman who attempted to reprimand him. In the African-
American version, the husband would "whoop 'er sho's you born,/Hitch
her to a double plow/ And make her plow my corn." In the white version
the man stated, "If I had a scolding wife /I'd whip her, sho as you born. /I'd
take her down to the still-house/And swap her off for corn."40 Similarly,
in "The Dumb Wife," a doctor told a man that in order to "make a scolding
wife hold her tongue," he should use "the oil of hickory" and "just anoint
her body round until the rooms begin to sound." In other words, he should
beat her with a hickory stick until her screams echoed off the walls. In a
folksong popular with both races, "When I Was A Bachelor," when a man
finds out that his new bride was a "scolding Jane," he went to the woods
and cut a green hickory switch, and "whipped her well,/Whipped her
more than tongue could tell;/[and] Told her if she didn't prove better to
be/The devils might come and take her 'way from me." In a similar tune
entitled "The Holly Twig," a man cuts the "toughest" stick he could find
so that he could beat his wife. In fact, after he had "lammed" her, he
"kicked her and cuffed her to the lowest pits of hell." This woman was
beaten so severely only because she had "scolded" her husband. In a
popular Ozark tune, "Dick German The Cobbler," a man complains that
his wife was always "scolding" him; therefore, he "ducked her three times
in the river," and deserted her. In a North Carolina tune, "The Wee Cooper
of Fife," if a man's wife would not bake, brew, card, or spin for him, he
simply "thrash[ed]" her to make her obey. One African-American songster
claimed that if his wife did not treat him right, he simply "knock[ed] her
teeth down her throat." In a similar situation, another man advised males
to "pick up a big stick and beat her [with] all you might." Another African
American sang that if his wife drank whiskey, he simply picked up a "stick
and beat dat heifer to death."41

Even though wives and fiancÃ©es received the majority of psychologi-
cal, verbal, and physical abuse, other female relatives, such as sisters,
mothers, and grandmothers, were also vulnerable. In "The Mother-in-Law
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Song," for instance, a man hates his mother-in-law primarily because she
stated her opinion when he stated his; he considers her too outspoken and
ugly: "In Pridemore city they do good shooting/There's never a shoot but
what if s a draw./I got seventeen dollars to give anybody/Thafll take
good aim at my mother-in-law."42

The popularity of such tunes demonstrates a tendency that Evan
Stark finds prevalent today, that is, men assault women when they attempt
to overstep the boundaries of gender stereotyping and become more
self-expressive. What the nineteenth-century rural South considered just
motivation for abuse, a wife who could not bake or a woman who chided
a man, demonstrates that southern society's gender norms required
women to stay home and listen to their male relatives.43 Although this
type of music shows that women were beaten and killed, it also dem-
onstrates that southern men felt women were to blame for their being
harmed. In one tune, "Little Birdie," a folk singer blamed his "little
woman" for making him "do wrong" and said he would "rather drink
muddy water/And sleep in a hollow log/Than to live with any
woman/And be treated like a dog." More importantly none of these
tunes depicted men as naggers or at fault for beating their wives. Even
when men did not blame their victims, they never took total responsi-
bility for their violent actions, generally blaming both whiskey and
women for their abuse. In "Ye Sons of Columbia," for instance, the
singer declared that "for whiskey and women are the downfall of all
men, / Since old Adam was beguiled by old Eve." As modern researchers
have shown, this is still a frequent excuse.44

The double standard in sexual relations found in adultery tunes is
also prevalent in songs detailing murders of pregnant women. Folklorist
Michael E. Bush found that a majority of the southern murder tunes that
detailed the deaths of young girls dealt with out-of-wedlock pregnancies.
In addition to those tunes, other southern ballads involve the killing of
pregnant women. In fact, some, such as "Jellon Grame'," are found only
in the South. Even though these types of songs are numerous, none
portray a pregnant woman killing her lover. The closest example was an
1824 tune entitled "Jeremiah Beechum" in which a woman had her new
lover kill an old lover for getting her pregnant and leaving her.45 Bush
maintains that males who murdered pregnant females were hanged
because they too, had broken a significant biblical commandment, "Thou
shall not kill." Therefore, both the murder of the female and the execution
of the murdering male signified that community standards were restored.
More significant, however, instead of blaming the victim's death on her
premarital pregnancy, these ballads clarify the double sexual standards in
the rural South: women had only to engage in premarital sex to be killed,
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whereas men had to murder in order to be executed. Not all unmarried
pregnant women were killed. The significance of these tunes is that they
intimidated white women with the threat of violence if they did not
maintain their virginity before marriage.46

Although the songs dealing with the abuse of pregnant women con-
stitute a form of social control, they also depict a pattern of behavior seen
by today's professional organizations concerned with these issues. During
pregnancy family stress is higher and men resent the lack of attention they
receive. Likewise, pregnant women are more physically vulnerable. Males
beat pregnant women because they see themselves losing control over
their mates. When a woman becomes pregnant, doctors, neighbors, or
church members take more interest in her well-being. This was especially
true before childbirth moved into hospitals. According to Judith Walzer
Leavitt, until the twentieth century, "most women gave birth at home with
the help of their female friends and relatives. . . . When possible, sisters
and cousins and mothers came to help the parturient through the ordeal
of labor and delivery, and close friends and neighbors joined in around the
birthing bed." In this atmosphere, which could last for several months,
women gained control and influenced events. As the rural Arkansan
Nannie Jackson indicated in her diary southern husbands sometimes got
angry when their pregnant wives depended upon others for emotional
support. On the 27th of June 1890, Jackson, who was eight months preg-
nant, visited her best friend and neighbor Fannie Morgan on three sepa-
rate occasions. Jackson, whose marriage was "complicated and difficult,"
told Morgan her "troubles because it seems to help me to bear it better
when she knows about it." William T. Jackson, reportedly a heavy drinker
and illiterate ruffian, hated these visits and accused his wife of "working
for nothing but to get him & Mr. Morgan in a row, & to make trouble
between them." Jackson made it clear that he did not want his wife to have
any outside contacts. No one knows for sure what else this man did or said
that night, but his sobbing wife related, "I would rather he had treated me
with silent contempt for 6 months than to talk to me as he did this
evening ... I can never get over what he said."47 A domineering husband
must always dictate who his wife sees, who she talks to and where she
goes. Such a man will do all he can to limit his wife's involvement in
outside activities, because isolation is the key to his control. Although they
might need the extra help, these men are "fearful of the pregnant woman's
increased contacts outside the home." Therefore, they do not care if the
helpers are family members or health care providers; they simply view the
outsiders as adversaries. In an attempt to regain the control he thinks he
has lost, this type of man may resort to brutality.48
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Nineteenth-century southern folk tunes also provide a valuable
insight into the reasons southern society disapproved of women fighting
back when their husbands or lovers beat or killed them. In one of the few
southern songs that depicted a woman murdering a man, "Frankie Silver,"
non-ballad evidence indicates that the woman killed her husband in 1831
to protect herself from his brutality. Instead of incorporating this informa-
tion into the song, balladeers made an important cultural statement by
omitting this detail. In many versions Silver killed her husband out of
sheer jealousy. These songs reinforce studies that trace the cultural history
of violence. In fact, studies have shown that even lawyers, who defended
women who fought back, historically concealed the abuse.49

Southern folksongs reinforced the belief that women should not be
aggressive under any circumstances. While men often brawled with their
would-be killers, women did not physically fight back. In 70 percent of the
murder ballads Bush analyzed, the women simply begged for mercy.
Similarly, in the Virginia version of "Jellon Grame'," the woman "pled
upon her knee... oh, please have mercy." Moreover, when Pearl Bryan is
about to be killed, she cries out, "I have always loved you" and she then
falls "down on here [sic] knees befor Him / She Pleaded for Her Life / When
Deep in to Her Bosom/He plunged the fatle [sic] knife." Finally, in the
ballad "Jesse Adams," Lucy Adams is first shot in the arm as she tries to
escape, then she "threw her hand upon her arm [and said] 'Lord a
Mercy' " before being "shot through the head." In almost all of these
songs the outcome is the same. The pleading does no good, and the
woman is brutally killed. This pleading indicates that southern women
had few alternatives. The culture placed women in a helpless position,
for neither society, the courts, nor law enforcement agencies helped
abused women.50

Instead of stressing the idea that women should avenge themselves,
these songs reinforced the cultural notion that men must protect women.
Jeremiah Beechum, the man who killed his wife's ex-lover who had gotten
her pregnant before abandoning her, was glamorized in novels, poems,
ballads, and on stage for protecting "womanhood." In one ballad
Beechum, the hero, states: "To kill the man that injured you/I surely shall
feel free. . . . [for killing] Colonel Sharp/Who injured my poor wife/I
always will protect her, /As long as I have life."51

According to numerous studies, males were accustomed to fighting
in the South. In 1804, for instance, a traveler to the back country of North
Carolina noted in his diary that gouging was common. These were brutal
bouts in which combatants tried to scoop out an opponent's eye with their
thumb nail. Although the eyes were the favorite targets, noses, ears,
fingers, and toes were routinely bitten off in these bloody brawls. These
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kinds of skirmishes were not uncommon in backwoods locations; thus,
travelers reported that in Virginia "every third or forth [sic] man appears
with one eye." These men were "like dogs and bears, they use their teeth
and feet, with the most savage ferocity, upon each other." In fact, one man,
John Stanley of Bertie County, North Carolina, took matters to the extreme
and "sharpened his teeth for his opponents' noses and ears." When south-
ern music showed women not responding aggressively to male violence,
it reflected cultural realities. A female simply had no satisfactory alterna-
tive to taking the abuse. If she killed her tormentor, for example, society
overlooked the male abuse and executed her.52

Although there are several factors which cause women to be more
"susceptible to the development of a learned helpless response to vio-
lence," one stands out in the music of the time period. That is, helplessness
is a result of "rigid adherence to traditional sex role stereotypes in the
home." This is not a form of victim blaming, because it places the blame
on the society which has conditioned a woman into believing she had no
alternative. The music of the common people reinforced the idea of stereo-
typical helplessness all over the rural South.53

An examination of songs in which women were not harmed also
throws light on the physical abuse of the times. When analyzing southern
songs, it becomes apparent that women were not highly regarded. Numer-
ous songs from both races indicate the subordinate position of women in
the society. Women were often the subject of African-American folktunes;
yet, "few exalted opinions of women" were exhibited. Instead, sex, jeal-
ousy, and physical characteristics predominated. The same can be said of
many white tunes. One, for example, suggested that a woman was only
good for carrying a man home after a hard night of drinking. In another, a
man's wife died, but he only seemed to miss her good cooking. In fact, he
called her a fool for dying. Other songs typecast African-American women
as "being of questionable quality." In one popular song, for example, a
male stated that no man should ever "let yo' woman have her way;/
Keep you in trouble all yo' day." Finally, women were often simply used
for sexual pleasure. A typical example is a song in which a man claimed
that "I got a woman an' sweetheart too;/Woman don't love me, sweet-
heart do."54

Moreover, in both African-American and white music, women were
objectified. Looks, for example, were seen as essential to her worth as in
the popular white tune "The Burglar Man." When a thief hiding under a
bed sees an old woman remove her teeth, wig, and glass eye, he becomes
"a total wreck" and is discovered. The woman then grabs a gun and tells
the man to either marry her or "I'll blow off the top of your head." In reply,
the robber, who could not get away, stated "for the Lord's sake shoot!"55
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In an untitled white ditty collected in Tennessee, a man claimed he would
never marry any "old maid," because "her neck's too long and
stringy/I'm afraid she'd never die." African-American males also sang
similar lyrics. There are many African-American folktunes that pointed
out what a "good-looking" woman could do. One song claimed that "A
good-looking woman/ Will make a bull dog join the church." On the other
hand, one man claimed that he would never marry a "black gal," because
her hair was too "kinky." Others chanted they would never marry a
"yaller nigger gal," because her "neck's drawn out so stringy an'
long, / I'se afraid she OuId never die." In eastern Tennessee African-Amer-
ican males sang that they wished their wives were dead so that they could
go out with prettier women. Other songs also showed that unattractive
women were left to their own protection, while young and beautiful ones
would be protected by males. Finally, many white songs discussed the
"UIy white" hands, the delicate appearance, and the chilcUike behavior of
white women. In constrast, independent women were unattractive and
manly56

The objectification of women is most blatant in "swap songs" such as
"When I Was A Little Boy." Northern versions of such swap songs where
a man loses out every time he makes a trade often begins with the trading
of a horse. In this particular North Carolina version, however, the man first
"buyfs]" a wife. He then attempts to carry her home in a wheelbarrow, but
it breaks, so, he "sells" his wife and "buys" a cow. Trades continue until
he has swapped for a cow, a calf, a cat, a hat, and a mouse. The implication
that material goods were more important than women can also be seen in
the song "Thimble Buried His Wife At Night," which was only found in
Virginia and North Carolina. Instead of mourning the death of his wife, a
man grieved because he could not get a diamond ring off of her finger
before she was buried.57

A further look at nonviolent folksongs underlines the insistance on
male dominance. It was culturally unacceptable for women to make deci-
sions. For example, in "Father, Father, I Am Married," a newly married
man complains to his father that his wife will not obey him. Finally, he tells
her, "O wife, make no objection;/You must Uve by my direction./Wife, O
Wife, I do declare /That the Britches I will wear!" In "The Scolding Wife,"
young men were warned that it would be better to marry a woman "blind,
deaf, and dumb." Kelly Combs, a popular Kentucky ballad singer, sang
"Adam" and "Johnny Buck," emphasizing a belief "common among
mountain people" that husbands should rule their wives. The last stanza
of "Adam" states that, "The woman was not taken/ From Adam's head we
know / And she must not rule o'er him / It is mighty certain so." This theme
also appeared in nonviolent African-American tunes. One man main-
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tained, for example, that he would be happy if he had his "weight in gold,"
because he would then "have the women under my control."58

In conclusion, folk music of the nineteenth-century rural South both
reflected and influenced societal views of women. Although such cultural
norms were common both in Europe and the United States, they existed
in the rural South in stark form. Although these songs demonstrate several
things about gender relations, one thing stands out. The music shows that
domestic violence was a serious problem in the nineteenth-century rural
South. Southern folk music reinforced existing attitudes and values relat-
ing to gender and in so doing contributed to violence against women in
the rural South by legitmating it.
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